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not only is it an elegant free font for signs, but it also comes
with a variety of ligatures (e.g. "č“ — czech lowercase letter

"č"). this font family is commonly used for signage and
branding. many of the glyphs come with visual alternatives. if
you know a little bit about type design and type history, then
you are aware that many typefaces have three or more major
design styles. such letter forms have to be distinguished using
a mark (a small symbol). sometimes these styles have to be

kept separate in order to preserve their characteristic look and
feel. mark the individual styles in the style set panel, thereby
enabling this distinction. this neat typeface is developed by

the original designer, mark van bronkhorst. this is a technical
typeface that has impressive glyphs and interesting

characters to be used anywhere such as on your website.
keep in mind that lettering and logos should be consistent and

if not; they may get confusing or misinterpreted. ff din font
and ff good font are the most similar fonts to this typeface.

function: this is a dual-function feature, which uses two input
methods to give the user access to ornament glyphs (e.g.
fleurons, dingbats and border elements) in the font. one

method replaces the bullet character with a selection from the
full set of available ornaments; the other replaces specific

lower ascii characters with ornaments assigned to them. the
first approach supports the general or browsing user; the

second supports the power user. the user inputs
qwwwwwwwwwe to form the top of a flourished box in adobe
caslon, or inputs the bullet character, then chooses the thistle

dingbat.
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